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€ 1.044,87 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TD-ATT02 TEMPERATURE BLAST CHILLER-FREEZER with
340x363x270h mm CHAMBER, for 3 GRIDS/TRAYS
Gastro-Norm 2/3, core probe, POSITIVE CYCLE yield
+70°/+3° Kg.9, NEGATIVE CYCLE yield +70°/-40 ° Kg.7,
V.230/1, Kw.0,52, Weight 45Kg, dim.mm.658x630x420h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



€ 33,11 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

SUPER POWERFUL and SUPER COMPACT blast chiller with GUIDES for 3 GRIDS/TRAYS Gastro-Norm 2/3 (mm.354x325),
TECNODOM brand :

Internal and external in Stainless Steel , with the exception of the external bottom in Galvanized Steel;
Rounded internal corners;
CFC-free polyurethane insulation, injected under high pressure;
Removable top, door with automatic closure and magnetic seal;
Front panel with electronic control board with chamber probe and core needle probe ;
Ventilated refrigeration with air agitator;
Easily removable and tropicalised refrigeration unit as standard (ambient temperature +43°C and relative humidity of 65%);
Evaporator defrosting by time , at the end of the cycle, and lower condensed water containment tray;
Cycles settable with core probe +3°C and -18°C , or by time;
Power is guaranteed by a unit capable of bringing a temperature of -40°C into the chamber in a few minutes ;
Guides suitable for holding 3 standard GN 2/3 grids or trays (354x325mm);
Pitch between guides mm 80 ;
Chamber dimensions mm 340x363x270h ;
Yield: positive cycle +70°+3°C -- Kg.9 ,
Yield: negative cycle +70°- 40°C -- Kg.7 ;
Digital control panel allows you to set various parameters to meet any need;
 Insulation thickness 60 mm ;
Thanks to its small size, it can also be placed on a workbench or refrigerated;
Feet in stainless steel adjustable in height (60/90 H mm).

NB: Trays and Grids NOT INCLUDED
Included :

Chamber probe
Needle probe
3 pairs of guides

Accessories/Options :
Aluminum tray GN 2/3 (mm 354x325)

CE MARK
MADE IN ITALY

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,52

net weight (Kg) 45
gross weight (Kg) 56

breadth (mm) 658
depth (mm) 630
height (mm) 420

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TD-VXAB000001

GN 2/3 ALUMINUM TRAY
GN 2/3 aluminum tray (mm 354x325), for mod.ATT02
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